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NICHOLAS SHAWN WHIPPLE: The Treatment of Medicine in Literature
In my thesis I explore the treatment of medicine in literature. I have analyzed six
works of literature and drawn from others to create this piece of scholarship. Over the
past year and a half, I have read thousands of pages from classic literature, modem
mystery, and personal accounts. They have all broadened my view of the medical field
and the doctor-patient relationship. I am better prepared to begin my medical training
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Introduction
Because at some point everyone will become a patient, medicine is universally
relevant. In all ages great authors have discussed the world of medicine. They have
written timeless tales on life, disease, and dying. Using various works of British and
American literature, I will discuss the relationship between doctor and patient, the
complexities and injustices of healthcare, and the beauties of improving life for another
through medicine. The treatment of medicine in literature teaches, entertains, and
motivates readers as it expands their view and comprehension of the medical world.
George Eliot’s Middlemarch analyzes the nineteenth century medical field by
focusing on the influence of a physician’s personality and the risks of nineteenth century
healthcare. Tertius Lydgate, a young and ambitious doctor, moves to Middlemarch to
improve its system of medical care. Through the establishment of a new hospital, he
hopes to offer this small town the most advanced medical treatments. As Lydgate
interacts with Middlemarch’s citizens, he shows compassion and an understanding of
patient care beyond the application of science. Patients reward his kindness and skill
with gratitude and respect.
W. Somerset Maugham’s Of Human Bondage also focuses on medicine in the
nineteenth century. Through the life experiences of Philip Carey, the novel’s protagonist,
Maugham explores the importance of drawing on personal experiences when treating
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patients, the esteem of the medical profession, and the challenges of nineteenth century
medicine. Philip endures severe ridicule as a young boy for his clubfoot. For many years
he is unable to ignore the oppressive opinions of his peers. After concluding his medical
studies at St. Luke’s Hospital, Philip enjoys a successful career as a physician. He
incorporates the valuable lessons he learned in overcoming mockery and alienation into
his treatment of patients. By truly empathizing with those he serves, Philip comforts and
heals in ways medication cannot.
Harry Sinclair Lewis’s Arrowsmith approaches medicine from both a doctor and
scientific researcher’s viewpoints. More than Middlemarch, this work depicts how a
physician (Martin Arrowsmith) manages a medical practice amidst the geographical and
societal limitations of a rural town. Arrowsmith travels to St. Hubert to study and combat
the devastating Plague. The passing of his wife, Leora, increases his understanding of
death and sorrow. To save the greatest number of patients, Arrowsmith abandons the
McGurk Institute’s experimental plan, a plan that would allow hundreds to die in order to
advance science’s understanding of the Plague. Lewis scrutinizes the conflict between
the McGurk Institute’s stratagem to further scientific knowledge and Arrowsmith’s
decision to freely administer his lifesaving phage.
Michael Crichton’s A Case of Need introduces modem themes untouched in the
previous three works. Set in the late twentieth century, it addresses the controversial
issue of abortion. For seven days Dr. John Berry works to acquit his friend Art, accused
of performing an abortion that resulted in the death of Karen Randall, daughter of a
prominent Boston family. Although he does perform illegal abortions, convinced that he
provides a valuable service. Art took no part in Karen’s abortion. As Berry investigates
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the case in Boston’s slums and universities, Crichton evaluates the influence of medical
politics, medical ethics, and physician reputation on healthcare.
Michael Crichton’s Five Patients presents five unique medical cases from the
Massachusetts’s General Hospital. Because it is a work of nonfiction. Five Patients is
particularly dynamic and compelling. From airplane hangers that collapse to
computerized systems that connect doctors with patients over great distances, Crichton
masterfully narrates the fascinating medical accounts of five unrelated individuals.
Through these five patients, he analyzes emotional trauma, the tension between research
and treatment, medical innovation, and the benefits of teaching hospitals.
Robin Cook’s Coma treats modern-day medicine through the eyes of Susan
Wheeler, a young medical student in Boston. Written with the intent to promote organ
donation, the book initially scared many readers away from surgery with its believable
plot. Similar to A Case of Need, it is suspenseful and intriguing. When Susan begins
examining cases of coma at the MGH, she uncovers an illegal black market operation.
Boston doctors have been inducing comas in young, healthy patients to remove and sell
their organs on the black market. Throughout Susan’s investigation, Crichton considers
how physician impersonality, patient and student anxiety, and sexism affect medicine.
My thesis will help all to appreciate the miracles of modem medicine by
contrasting them with earlier forms of healthcare. It will promote awareness of the
challenges that face healthcare: patient anxiety, equality between sexes, the cost of
treatment. The amazing stories of doctors, patients, and medical students will address the





First published between 1871 and 1872 as eight separate numbers, Middlemarch
was reprinted as one volume in 1874. Mary Anne Evans chose to write under the male
pseudonym George Eliot because she scorned the stereotypical female novelist; society in
her day did not consider the writing of women to be of much value. Middlemarch,
Eliot’s most recognized work, analyzes the nineteenth century medical field by speaking
of the influence of a physician’s personality, reasons for entering the medical field, the
importance of time and humaneness in patient care, and the risks of provincial patient
care.
Dorothea Brooke lives with her sister and uncle in Middlemarch, a small rural
town. She enjoys a calm, quaint life and devotes much time to improving housing
conditions in her community. When Edward Casaubon, owner of a large estate in
Middlemarch, arrives in town, his education and dignified manners allure the charming
young lady. Despite efforts of family of friends to prevent their union—Mr. Casaubon is
much older than Dorothea and overly absorbed in his scholarly studies—^Dorothea is
attracted to Casaubon. Though the two are incompatible, they marry and live in Lowick
manor. Will Ladislaw, Mr. Casaubon’s second cousin, soon appears in Middlemarch and
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forms a strong friendship with Dorothea. Making frequent appearances throughout the
storyline. Will, much younger than Mr. Casaubon, shows great interest in Dorothea.
Tertius Lydgate, a country doctor, moves to Middlemarch in hopes of establishing
a hospital that will provide the public opportunities to receive more advanced medical
care. Lydgate’s medical practice begins strongly and steadily grows. The town
welcomes the charming new doctor and shows him considerable respect.
After marrying the shallow Rosamond Vincy, Lydgate falls into considerable
debt. He must take out a loan from Nicholas Bulstrode, Middlemarch’s wealthiest
banker, to accommodate Rosamond’s extravagant spending behavior. Owing to the
stresses of indebtedness, Lydgate has less time to devote to the town’s new hospital, and
his dream of providing innovative care for Middlemarch begins to fade.
Following the appearance of John Raffles, a mysterious long-time acquaintance of
Bulstrode, the wealthy banker agrees to give Lydgate a large loan he had previously
denied. When Raffles suddenly becomes ill and dies, the town cries foul play and
suspects Lydgate guilty of committing medical malpractice in exchange for money.
Convinced of his innocence and appreciative of his compassion during Mr. Casaubon’s
illness and death, Dorothea sets out to “pledge her faith in Lydgate’s honor” and clear his
name (Homback 676). She publicly defends Lydgate’s reputation and even assumes his
unpaid debt with Bulstrode. Despite her valiant efforts, Lydgate and Rosamond’s
reputations are scarred too deeply from embarrassing indebtedness and false accusations,
and they move near London. After Casaubon’s death. Will and Dorothea marry and
move to London.
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Eliot considers how personality influences a physician’s success. Although the
same trusted physicians have served the town of Middlemarch for many years—Mr.
Wrench, Dr. Minchin, and Dr. Sprague—Lydgate makes a surprising and successful
entrance as the new town doctor. Lydgate’s patience with children is one quality that
produces this change in Middlemarch's medical community. Other town doctors who
have served Middlemarch citizens for several years have become “crusty,” showing low
tolerance for children whose “temper wanted a dose” (Eliot 324). Because he expects
and understands the immature and often aggravating conduct of young people, Lydgate
gains the confidence of the town and begins treating patients whose parents had
previously employed other doctors. Because of Lydgate’s capacity to care for children,
parents “held it likely that he was clever” (Eliot 324). Lydgate gains approval from
Middlemarch families and becomes integrated into their society.
The attitude of Middlemarch patients reveals much concerning the nature and
talent of a physician. When Lydgate's financial relationship to Bulstrode and Raffles
jeopardizes his reputation and many Middlemarch citizens doubt his innocence,
appreciative patients come to the aid of their doctor, testifying to his honesty and
integrity. During a dinner party with her uncle and other friends, Dorothea encourages
Middlemarch citizens to manifest their gratitude for and support of Lydgate: "What do
we live for, if it is not to make life less difficult to each other? I cannot be indifferent to
the trouble of a man who advised me in my trouble, and attended me in my illness" (Eliot
537). Pointing out that Lydgate is devoted to his profession, the narrator observes,
"Many of us looking back through life would say that the kindest man we have ever
known has been a medical man, or perhaps that surgeon whose fine tact, directed by
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deeply-informed perception, has come to us in our need with a more sublime beneficence
than that of miracle-workers” (Eliot 489). Patients never forget heartfelt attention given
during a time of great need.
Middlemarch provides several reasons why Lydgate chooses to enter the medical
field. During a conversation with his wife Rosamond, Lydgate explains his decision: "I
should never have been happy in any profession that did not call forth the highest
intellectual strain, and yet keep me in good warm contact with my neighbours. There is
nothing like the medical profession for that: one can have the exclusive scientific life that
touches the distance and befriend the old fogies in the parish too" (Eliot 123). Lydgate
enjoys the companionship and unity that his interaction with patients affords. Through
medicine he has chosen to impact society and promote positive change: "his ardour was
absorbed in love of his work and in the ambition of making his life recognised as a factor
in the better life of mankind" (Eliot 123).
Although they had no previous ties, Bulstrode is Lydgate’s chief supporter in
Middlemarch. He provides funding for the new hospital and believes in the new doctor’s
ability to reform the town’s provincial medical system. When Dorothea asks him why
many citizens of Middlemarch oppose his plan to construct an advanced hospital,
Lydgate replies, “Chiefly Mr Bulstrode’s unpopularity, to begin with. Half the town
would almost take trouble for the sake of thwarting him. In this stupid world most people
never consider that a thing is good to be done unless it is done by their own set” (Eliot
321). The older, already established physicians dislike the fact that Lydgate, a
newcomer, will serve as director of the new institution. Despite these other doctors’
decision to “set themselves tooth and nail against the Hospital” (Eliot 321), provoking
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feuds around town, Lydgate remains steadfast in accomplishing his objective: “Still, if I
believe that I can set going a better method of treatment—if I believe that I can pursue
certain observations and inquiries which may be a lasting benefit to medical practice, I
should be a base tuckler if I allowed any consideration of personal comfort to hinder me’
(Eliot 322). His resolve to ignore opposition and proceed with his plan of bettering the
town prompts admiration. Lydgate unselfishly considers the well being of others more
important than his own.
Throughout his series of visits to Lowick manor treating Edward Casaubon for a
failing heart condition, Lydgate proves sensitive to the specific needs of both Mr.
Casaubon and his new bride Dorothea. By responding compassionately to their physical
and emotional discomforts, Lydgate immediately gains their trust. Perceiving that “plain
speech, quite free from ostentatious caution, would be felt by Mr. Casaubon as a tribute
of respect” (Eliot 311), Lydgate is open and frank with him, answering questions
honestly and giving opinion when necessary. Having previously recognized Casaubon’s
serious nature and high level of intellectual maturity, Lydgate is aware that truth will
satisfy him more than optimistic speculation and therefore provide greater solace to the
dying man. Mrs. Casaubon is a very tender, emotional, and kindhearted individual.
Lydgate chooses to describe Casaubon’s medical condition in less detail to Dorothea due
to her sympathetic temperament. In this way Lydgate prevents unnecessary grieving that
might adversely affect Casaubon's condition (Eliot 311). In addition to treating physical
ailments, Lydgate invests time in analyzing the emotional state of his patients and their
families, thus promoting psychological health and well being in Middlemarch.
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Eager to help her sick husband, Dorothea pleads with Lydgate, “I beseech you to
speak quite plainly. I cannot bear to think that there might be something which I did not
know, and which, if I had known it would have made me act differently” (Eliot 212).
Lydgate recognizes the need to provide Mr. Casaubon with crucial family support and
privately meets with Dorothea on various occasions to teach her the proper manner to
care for her husband. Skilled from years of experience in the art of relieving emotional
he was used to being gentle with the weak and suffering” (Eliot 222)—Lydgate
instructs Dorothea to prevent Casaubon from engaging in “mental agitation of all kinds,
and against excessive application” (Eliot 213). He unselfishly dedicates time to the
Casaubons, visiting them many times each week. The Casaubon's warm reception of
Lydgate and eagerness to follow his medical prescriptions evidence their appreciation for
the young doctor’s medical services and genuine kindness. Sincere concern and constant
attention attest to his competency as a physician and healer and, when compared with the
practices of his colleagues, they distinguish Lydgate from other Middlemarch doctors.
For example, during Fred Vincy’s battle with typhoid fever, Mrs. Vincy criticizes Mr.
Wrench for failing to attend to her son’s medical needs: “Why Mr Wrench should neglect
her children more than others, she could not for the life of her understand” (Eliot 192).
Lydgate's devotion to medicine and ability to perceive a concerned “cry from soul to
soul” bless the lives of the Casaubons, the Vincys, and other Middlemarch families (Eliot
stress-
214).
Lydgate demonstrates an exceptional ability to listen sensitively. He pays full
attention to those he treats, patiently listening as they describe their symptoms, often in
great detail. When Fred Vincy becomes ill with typhoid fever and Mr. Wrench, the
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family physician, shows little concern, Mrs. Vincy sends for Lydgate. Angry at Mr.
Wrench and worried for her son, Mrs. Vincy emotionally vents her frustrations.
Patiently, Lydgate listens to “a narrative in which Mrs Vincy’s mind insisted with
remarkable instinct on every point of minor importance” (Eliot 192). His willingness to
spend time with patients, providing them ample opportunity to voice doubts and
concerns, manifests a true understanding of the importance of compassion in the healing
process.
Lydgate must take risks to provide medical care for Middlemarch. When Mr.
Raffles begins suffering from the ravages of alcoholism, his health rapidly declines.
Bulstrode cares for Raffles to ensure he does not unconsciously reveal his dark past:
Bulstrode was previously married, and Will Ladislaw is his grandson. To relieve Raffle’s
suffering and induce sleep, Lydgate prescribes opium, a highly potent and addictive pain
reliever. Because administering opium requires constant attention and he must visit other
patients, Lydgate assigns the responsibility of administering the drug to Bulstrode.
Aware of opium’s powerful effects, Lydgate gives specific orders and warns against
improper usage: “He gave minute directions to Bulstrode as to the doses, and the point at
which they should cease. He insisted on the risk of not ceasing; and repeated his order
that no alcohol should be given” (Eliot 517). In spite of the doctor’s stem warnings,
Bulstrode’s personal feelings begin to influence his treatment of Raffles: “Raffles,
recovering quickly, returning to the free use of his odious powers—how could Bulstrode
wish for that? Raffles dead was the image that brought release, and indirectly he prayed
for that way of release” (Eliot 519). Foolishly, Bulstrode allows his servant Mrs. Abel to
give the patient brandy: “Who could know that Lydgate’s prescription would not be
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better disobeyed than followed, since there was still no sleep?” (Eliot 520). When
Raffles peacefully dies the following morning, Bulstrode attempts to justify his disregard
for medical orders; “Who could say that the death of Raffles had been hastened? Who
knew what would have saved him?” (Eliot 521). Having previously shown great trust in
Lydgate’s medical opinions by appointing him director of the new hospital, Bulstrode’s
behavior appears sinister and self-serving. As Lydgate’s experience with Raffles
confirms, placing another individual in charge of patient care can prove risky and even
fatal.
Eliot’s community atmosphere in Middlemarch is ideal for discussing medically
related issues. It realistically incorporates the effects of medicine and illness in all facets
of life. The interactions of Dorothea, Mr. Casaubon, Bulstrode, and others with Lydgate
provide rich context for the author’s analysis. Having begun with the young doctor’s
arrival in town, Eliot’s discussion on nineteenth century medicine ends with Lydgate and
Rosamond’s departure from Middlemarch and provincial life. Lydgate established an
excellent practice at his new home but “compromises his life in order to please
Rosamond’s weakness and vanity” (Homback 679). He regards himself a failure for not




Trained for five years at St. Thomas’s Hospital in London, W. Somerset
Maugham abandoned medicine for a literary career. As Robert Calder, notes, “He
[Maugham] later walked the wards of St Thomas’s Hospital with a view to practicing
medicine, but when he had qualified, the success of his first novel, Liza of Lambeth
(1897), won him over to letters” (Maugham i). After publishing Of Human Bondage
(1915) and The Moon and Sixpence (1919), his reputation as a novelist grew
significantly. Incorporating much of Maugham’s own medical training. Of Human
Bondage explores the importance of drawing on personal experiences when treating
patients, the esteem of the medical profession, and the challenges of nineteenth century
medicine.
Philip Carey, orphaned at an early age, lives with his aunt and uncle, the Careys.
Because Mr. Carey is a minister, Philip’s aunt and uncle expect him to become a
minister. As a young boy, Philip studies at King’s School in Tercanbury, a boarding
school established to train Christian ministers. His classmates constantly ridicule and
exclude him for his clubfoot: “he finds himself isolated, lonely, and unhappy” (Magill).
Initially, Philip reacts as most boys his age would. He separates himself from the other
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students, inwardly longing for acceptance: “He would gladly have changed places with
the dullest boy in the school who was whole of limb” (Maugham 72).
After attending only a few terms, Philip decides he is old enough and mature
enough to make decisions for himself, and he informs his aunt and uncle that he will no
longer continue his ministerial training but pursue his own interests. After briefly
studying accountancy in London and later moving to Paris to study painting, Philip
pursues the profession of his deceased father, a doctor with a respected practice.
Although his father’s career was successful, Philip bases his decision to become a doctor
on the amount of personal freedom and liberation from a confining office his position as
a medical practitioner will offer and the interaction with people it will afford. Dr.
Abraham Verghese observes that for Philip, “medicine was proletarian, and the prime
prerequisite was to have an interest in humanity in the rough” (1845).
While attending classes at St. Luke’s Hospital, Philip falls in love with Mildred, a
young and unattractive waitress. Much of his life as a medical student involves his
interaction with her, though much to Philip’s dismay, their friendship never develops into
a courtship. Philip gambles away his savings on the Stock Market and temporarily
postpones his education to work. With a large inheritance from his uncle and the
encouragement of Thorpe Athelny, a former patient, Philip resumes classes and
completes his medical education.
Following graduation, the young doctor enjoys a medical assistantship with Dr.
South on the coast of Dorsetshire, England. Here, he learns much concerning the power
of compassion to heal. Upon completing his assistantship, Philip returns to London and
marries Sally Athelny.
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Maugham vividly describes the challenges Philip faces in completing his medical
training. Because his father had been a student there, Philip begins classes at St. Luke’s
Hospital in London and initially performs satisfactorily (Maugham 260). His most
praiseworthy characteristic as a student is perseverance—although he fails his first two
anatomy examinations, he persists until successful (Maugham 304). In addition to the
time he spends pursuing Mildred, Philip’s initial failure and lackadaisical attitude as a
medical student is a result of his dislike for the school’s starting curriculum. He wants to
spend more time with patients and less with medical books: “I think I shall like it better
when I get into the wards. I have an idea that I’m more interested in people than in
anything else in the world” (Maugham 310). Philip’s lack of interest in textbook work
allows him to rationalize his failures and avoid becoming distraught and daunted after
failing two examinations. After failing his second exam, for example, Philip “did not
even trouble to go up to the building next day” (Maugham 304), to see whether he has
passed the test. Only after recognizing that completing two years of medical school
would end “the drudgery of the curriculum,” advancing him to the wards where he would
be “brought in contact with men and women” (Maugham 320), does Philip become eager
to pass his examinations.
The curriculum of St. Luke’s Hospital includes five main courses, some of which
are more popular among the medical students: “medicine, midwifery, and surgery, the
interest of which was more vivid than the anatomy and physiology” (Maugham 353). At
the conclusion of each course, students must pass an oral examination given by a single
professor at the “examiner’s table” (Maugham 288), answering three to four questions
and identifying various specimens within ten minutes. On the following day, the
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professors post scores beside each student’s identification number and separate them into
two columns: pass and fail. Students who do not find their numbers “among those who
had satisfied the examiners” are always disappointed (Maugham 288). This separation of
scores prompts the formation of groups among the students. After failing his first exam,
Philip observes that “those who had passed the examination would be exultant, those who
disliked him would look at him with satisfaction, and the poor devils who had failed
would sympathize with him in order to receive sympathy” (Maugham 288). For most
students medical school and training in the wards lasts seven years, with each medical
class gradually decreasing in number during that time: “some had left the hospital,
finding the examinations more difficult to pass than they expected, some had been taken
away by parents who had not foreseen the expense of life in London, and some had
drifted away to other callings” (Maugham 391). For each student who perseveres.
“learning by heart an enormous number of facts” (Maugham 267), walking “down the
stairs of the Royal College of Surgeons with the roll in his hand which qualified him to
practice,” is a moment of great triumph and celebration, causing “his heart to “beat with
satisfaction” (Maugham 574).
In his later years of training, Philip serves as an outpatient’s clerk for Dr. Tyrell at
St. Luke’s Hospital and gains valuable hands-on experience as he learns medical
procedures and how to compassionately interact with patients. It is through observing
Dr. Tyrell’s humorous and cheerful attitude toward patients, cracking jokes and treating
the world lightly, that Philip connects his brief career as a painter with his new role as
physician: “He found the work of absorbing interest. There was humanity there in the
rough, the materials the artist worked on; and Philip felt a curious thrill when it occurred
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to him that he was in the position of the artist and the patients were like clay in his hands”
(Maugham 399). Philip’s newfound understanding ultimately helps to shape him into the
sensitive and kindhearted doctor he becomes.
Philip’s clubfoot also becomes a source of strength in his career. Over time he
learns to control his emotions and feelings of loneliness, growing as he overcomes fear of
rejection, develops self-control, and accepts his misshapenness:  “He accepted the
deformity which had made life so hard for him; he knew that it had warped his character,
but now he saw also that by reason of it he had acquired that power of introspection
which had given him so much delight.” (Maugham 604). Philip’s triumph over physical
and emotional estrangement is the source of internal growth, and it empowers him with
the ability to view life in a positive and hopeful manner:
Without it he would never have had his keen appreciation of beauty, his
passion for art and literature, and his interest in the varied spectacle of life.
The ridicule and the contempt which had so often been heaped upon him
had turned his mind inward and called forth those flowers which he felt
would never lose their fragrance. (Maugham 604)
Throughout his medical career, Philip draws on his childhood experiences,
allowing feelings of personal rejection and experiences from his isolated background to
sensitize him toward patients’ concerns and uncertainties. For example, during a visit
with a woman in labor, the narrator notes, “The circumstances in which he had lived
during the last two years had taught him several things about the life of the very poor,
which it amused them to find he knew; and they were impressed because he was not
deceived by their little subterfuges” (Maugham 558). He evidences a keen understanding
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of the role that doctor-patient equality plays in the healing process, listening attentively
and sharing his time freely with those he treats: “He inspired confidence in the people
among whom he was thrown.. .They were pleased because he was not above drinking a
cup of tea with them” (Maugham 558-59). To highlight the relationship between Philip’s
deformity and the manner in which he handles the complexities of patient illnesses, the
narrator states:
Everyone had some defect, of body or of mind: he thought of all the people
he had known (the whole world was like a sick-house, and there was no
rhyme or reason in it), he saw a long procession, deformed in body and
warped in mind, some with illness of the flesh, weak hearts or weak lungs.
and some with illness of the spirit, languor of will, or a craving for liquor. At
this moment he could feel a holy compassion for them all. (Maugham 604)
Unlike his lonely childhood, his direct contact and interaction with patients at St.
Luke’s Hospital gives Philip “a thrill of power which he had never known. He found an
endless excitement in looking at their faces and hearing them speak” (Maugham 399).
This excitement helps Philip to overcome his shyness and become more approachable,
promoting sincere and honest communication with those he treats: “He found that he was
able to put them at their ease, and, when he had been given a case to find out what he
could about it, it seemed that the patient delivered himself into his hands with a peculiar
confidence” (Maugham 399). By studying facial expressions and emotional reactions of
those he treats, Philip endeavors to empathize with his patients; he identifies them as
unique individuals and not just specific medical diseases as his classmates tend to do: “To
the others men and women were only cases, good if they were complicated, tiresome if
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obvious ... But to Philip there was much more” (Maugham 399-00). Informed that his
case is hopeless and that he is dying, a rough, illiterate male patient controls himself,
stiffening his upper-lip before the doctors and medical students to avoid showing fear or
anxiety. Philip immediately begins to evaluate the man’s emotional status, asking
himself “was it possible for him to be brave when he was by himself, face to face with his
soul, or would he then surrender to despair” (Maugham 400). That Philip’s concern
extends beyond the physical attests to his greatness as a medical practitioner.
On another occasion Dr. Tyrell diagnoses an eighteen-year-old girl with phthisis,
a common death sentence for the poor. As tears roll down the girl’s cheeks, her older
sister, who had accompanied her for the visit, “took her in her arms, and rocked her
gently to and fro as if she were a baby” (Maugham 400). That Philip takes notice of the
girls’ tender feelings, when all of the other students and medical personnel act
indifferently, suggests a consciousness of and sympathy toward the emotions of patients
and their families. These two medical cases serve to sensitize Philip toward patient
suffering early in his medical career and train him to recognize the delicate feelings
patients often harbor inside: “you discovered on what subjects nearly all lied, and by
what inquiries you could extort the truth notwithstanding. You saw the different way
people took the same things. The diagnosis of dangerous illness would be accepted by
one with a laugh and a joke, by another with dumb despair” (Maugham 399).
Because Philip “was kind, and he had gentle hands, and he did not lose his
temper” (Maugham 558), patients, especially the poor, often offer Philip food after he
concludes his checkups. During his final weeks of medical training in London, Philip
visits the home of ‘Erb, a lower class man living with his wife and baby boy. After
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providing a routine checkup for the little boy, the young couple expresses genuine
gratitude by asking Philip to remain for dinner. Erb is so appreciative that he insists that
the doctor be given the “lion’s share of the beefsteak” (Maugham 562). Philip recognizes
this family’s sacrifice, and it touches him to see that “it had given them pleasure that he
shared their meal” (Maugham 563).
After graduating from medical school, Philip takes a position on the coast of
Dorsetshire, England, as an assistant to Doctor South, an elderly country doctor. With his
grumpy nature and sarcastic attitude. Dr. South serves as a foil to Philip. Because he
takes “savage pleasure in showing them how great was their ignorance and how
unjustified their conceit” (Maugham 577), Dr. South’s assistants, recent medical school
graduates, find getting along with him difficult. Although Dr. South has served as
physician to the fishermen of Dorsetshire and their families for many years, Philip
quickly gains popularity among the people, and they often prefer him over his mentor.
One evening during Philip’s last week with Dr. South, a young girl delivers a message
from Mrs. Fletcher: “Please, sir, Mrs Fletcher says, will the new doctor come” (Maugham
580). Dr. South’s sharp tongue in response to the girl’s message, “Isn’t Mrs Fletcher
satisfied with me” (Maugham 580), gives substance to Mrs. Fletcher’s request for Philip
over Dr. South.
Philip’s humanistic qualities empower him as a physician and help to create an
atmosphere conducive to healing. Because Philip’s experiences as a child and young
adult—facing and overcoming mockery from classmates and the public for his physical
deformity—teach him the importance of compassion toward his friends and patients, he
is expert at quickly establishing relationships of confidence with those he treats, no
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matter their age. While practicing medicine in Dorsetshire, Philip frequently cares for
sailors who are resting from their voyages: “Philip liked to talk to the sailor men, and
when they found that he was not supercilious they told him long yams of the distant
journeys of their youth” (Maugham 578). On another occasion Philip visits with a small
boy afflicted with tuberculosis ulcers:
Laughing, he went to the first of his cases ... and removed his bandages. The
boy was pleased to see him, and Philip chaffed him as he put a clean dressing
on the wound. Philip was a favorite with the patients; he treated them good-
humouredly; and he had gentle, sensitive hands which did not hurt them: some
of the dressers were a little rough and happy-go-lucky in their methods.
(Maugham 481)
Because Philip refrains from arrogant behavior and always maintains a pleasant
disposition, he never creates barriers between himself and those he treats. He prompts
enjoyable conversation, medicine for the soul, with his patients and enjoys their
friendship.
Maugham also illustrates how nineteenth century society views the medical
profession. In a discussion with Philip concerning his professional future, Mrs. Carey
identifies healthcare as a gentlemanly pursuit and one of the few professions considered
admirable in nineteenth century England: “Mrs. Carey thought there were only four
professions for a gentleman, the Army, the Navy, the Law, and the Church. She had
added medicine because her brother-in-law practised it, but did not forget that in her
young days no one ever considered the doctor a gentleman” (Maugham 139). On
multiple occasions Mildred comments on Philip’s refined demeanor, reminding him that
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“The moment you come into the shop I saw you was  a gentleman” (Maugham 281).
Furthermore, Mildred equates gentlemanly behavior with the characteristics typical of
medical practitioners, boosting Philip’s self-confidence and drive for successful
completion of medical school: “You can always tell a professional man. There’s
something about them. I don’t know what it is, but I know at once” (Maugham 281).
When viewed next to the narrator’s previous descriptions of the medical profession—
“industrious young men .... respectable fashion prosperous, eminent” (Maugham
265)—Mildred’s favorable reaction can be understood to represent the opinion of society
as a whole.
Because no one is immune to disease and accident, even criminals treat Philip
with respect and kindness. During Philip’s final weeks of medical training in London,
the hospital porter contacts him during the late hours of night to assist a woman who is
suffering from a complicated pregnancy. Philip must walk down dangerous streets where
gangsters congregate and wait for victims to assault, where “a policeman was not ready
to venture by himself’ (Maugham 564). Accompanied only by the ailing woman’s
husband, Philip walks unafraid “through wretched alleys and down foul-smelling courts,”
for his “black bag was a passport” to safety (Maugham 564). Concerned for both his and
Philip’s wellbeing, the husband is relieved when he hears a nearby group of thugs mutter,
“It’s the ‘ospital doctor” and “Good night, sir” (Maugham 564). Comfortingly, Philip
remarks to the worried young man, “Bless your heart, they all know the doctor”
(Maugham 564). The husband recognizes that Philip’s role as physician protects him
from the night’s usual dangers.
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Logistics in healthcare are often problematic. In Of Human Bondage, Doctors
rely on messengers, usually family members, to inform them when medical checkups and
emergency treatments are necessary. This often prevents individuals from being with
loved ones during difficult moments. Owing to the small number of medical facilities,
doctors usually treat patients inside their homes, oftentimes converting their “little iron
bed of the cheapest sort” into a makeshift examination and operation table (Maugham
565). When treating a young mother for internal bleeding late one evening, Philip sends
the woman’s husband to summon another physician, the senior obstetric clerk, instead of
having him remain at his wife’s side: “Philip scribbled a note, and giving it to the
husband told him to run with it to the hospital; he bade him hurry, for his wife was in a
dangerous state. The man set off. Philip waited anxiously; he knew the woman was
bleeding to death; he was afraid she would die before his chief arrived” (Maugham 565).
Because such a small portion of the working class chooses to enter the medical
profession—medicine is just beginning to be considered a gentlemanly career—the senior
obstetric clerk is often busy with treatments in other parts of the city and cannot always
assist Philip. The young doctor worries as he waits for his messenger to return: “He
hoped fervently that the S.O.C. would not have been called elsewhere. The minutes were
interminable” (Maugham 565).
Maugham optimistically concludes his masterpiece as Philip and Sally make plans
for marriage: “He smiled and took her hand and pressed it and the sun was shining”
(Maugham 607). Having proven himself a capable physician, Philip discusses with Sally
his various options to continue practicing medicine. The heartache and disappointment
of Philip’s early life have dissolved in his love for Sally and dedication to humanity
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through medicine. In Philip’s triumphant ascent from estranged young boy to successful




The winner of the 1930 Nobel Prize in Literature, Harry Sinclair Lewis published
his masterpiece Arrowsmith in 1926. Having recently published Main Street (1920) and
Babbitt (1922), Lewis enjoyed extreme success and prestige in the early 1920s. Written
early in his literary career, Arrow^m/r/? won Lewis a Pulitzer Prize in 1926. Influential to
the author’s understanding of the medical world were his relations to various doctors,
including his father, brother, uncle, and grandfather. Regarding these relationships Lewis
later remarked, “With such a background, the work and ideals of the doctors have always
been more familiar to me than any others, and when I began to write novels ... I thought
of some day having a doctor hero” (Lewis 432). A time-honored classic, Arrowsmith
addresses the medical practices of country doctors, the conflicts between medical
research and treatment, and corruption in the medical profession.
Opening in Elk Mills, Winnemac, in 1897, Arrowsmith introduces its hero,
Martin Airowsmith, as a fourteen-year-old boy working as an unpaid assistant to Doc
Vickerson. One chapter later the aspiring physician enters Medical School at Winnemac,
where he meets Max Gottlieb, fierce laboratory research professor of bacteriology.
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While working with Gottlieb, Arrowsmith discovers his hidden talent and passion for
scientific research.
During his internship at Zenith General Hospital, Arrowsmith falls in love with
Leora, a nurse. Upon completing his training there, the two move to Wheatsylvania,
Dakota, where Dr. Airowsmith begins his first medical practice. Experiencing both
praiseworthy successes and disappointing failures, Arrowsmith grows tremendously as he
enjoys the life of a country doctor and becomes immersed in the medical field.
Distressed from small-town politics and longing for a fresh start in a bigger city,
Arrowsmith moves his practice to Nautilus, Iowa where he accepts a position in public
health under Dr. Almus Pickerbaugh, director of the healthcare system in Nautilus.
While there, he rediscovers his infatuation with laboratory exploration and frequently
conducts late-night experiments. Arrowsmith becomes disgusted with the political
aspects of healthcare and searches for a position that will allow him to focus entirely on
experimental science: “Martin Arrowsmith is portrayed as being particularly irked by his
superior’s relations with the churches, which enhance the director’s popularity with the
public” (Richardson 234). Through Agnus Duer, a classmate from Medical School,
AiTowsmith secures a job at the popular Rouncefield Clinic, a scientific research
institute; however, the organization’s attempts to control his experiments soon cause the
young doctor to seek employment elsewhere.
The talented young researcher accepts an offer from his former professor of
bacteriology Max Gottlieb to join the McGurk Institute of Biology, one of the leading
research facilities in the country. For the first time in his career. Dr. Arrowsmith enjoys
complete autonomy in his research. Mentored weekly by Gottlieb, he begins making
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remarkable discoveries. Arrowsmith’s intense research of bacteriophage leads him to the
discovery of his career—a phage capable of combating the Black Death.
Accompanied by Leora and faithful assistant Sondelius, Arrowsmith travels to St.
Hubert, located in the West Indies, where he works relentlessly in an attempt to eradicate
the Black Death and test his phage for effectiveness. Driven by his search for scientific
truth, the doctor successfully heals countless individuals infected by the plague. Because
his experimental design and treatment methods were not flawless, however, Dr.
AiTowsmith questions the true efficacy of his phage. He leaves St. Hubert feeling both
success and failure—success for having eliminated the plague and failure for not having
established proper controls for his experimentation.
Upon returning to the states. Dr. Arrowsmith, now  a scientific hero and leading
researcher, receives praise for his miraculous results. Aggravated and distracted by the
power-hungry administrators of the McGurk Institute, his performance in the laboratory
becomes inconsistent. With his second wife Joyce (Leora died from exposure to the
Black Plague) and young son, Arrowsmith settles at Birdie’s Rest, where he finds peace
and happiness in his search for scientific truth: “I feel as if I were really beginning to
work now” (Lewis 430).
Lewis’s novel discusses how success in the medical field requires skills beyond
knowledge of pharmaceutical drugs and familiarity with human anatomy. In his annual
lecture to medical students at Winnemac, Dr. Roscoe Geake, professor of otolaryngology,
addresses Arrowsmith and his classmates on the businesslike enterprise of “getting
suitable fees” from patients (Lewis 83). Geake teaches that savvy in salesmanship and
competence in financial management ai*e essential to running a productive medical clinic.
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Because physicians must provide the necessities of life for their families the same as
other professionals, Geake, somewhat shrewdly, teaches his students to approach patients
like a salesman, convincing them that the hard work and genuine compassion they
receive warrant the fees charged: “Explain to him, also to his stricken and anxious family,
the hard work and thought you are giving to his case, and so make him feel that the good
you have done him, or intend to do him, is even greater than the fee you plan to charge”
(Lewis 83). Dr. Geake’s advice appears beneficial when compared with the plight of
AiTowsmith’s vulgar, drunken, and corrupt childhood mentor. Doc Vickerson: “On the
senile table was a pile of memoranda of debts which the Doc was always swearing he
would ‘collect from those dead-beats’” (Lewis 7). Because patients desire to express
gratitude for quality services. Dr. Geake teaches that a doctor’s impressive and outgoing
personality discourages his patients from incurring medical debt.
Lewis’s treatment of country doctors is extensive. Owing to geographical
limitations, they perform duties atypical of city doctors. Rural, remote areas require that
physicians travel great distances to treat patients and retrieve medications, often
jeopardizing patient health because of time inconveniences. While en route to Leopolis
to collect medicines from Blassner, the druggist, Arrowsmith contemplates the severity of
a young girl’s case. He worries that his lengthy trip to the Novaks, a country family from
Wheatsylvania, might provoke additional complications: “It was, he decided, a Race
with Death” (Lewis 154). Nervous on account of sharp curves and possible blow-outs,
AiTowsmith travels over 50 miles in his “gasoline chariot” (Lewis 158) to aid the
Novaks’ daughter. He even risks his own life by driving at breakneck speeds and nearly
crashing into a train: “Maitin sat trembling, hands trembling on the little steering-wheel.
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foot trembling like St. Vitus’s dance on the brake. That was an awful close thing!
(Lewis 155). Arrowsmith’s willingness to travel such a great distance in the dead of
night to assist one patient reflects his acquaintance with the non-medical responsibilities
that country doctors must assume.
Few physicians live in the small country town of Wheatsylvania, where Dr.
Arrowsmith opens a clinic. The small population promotes personal relationships with
patients. Because they are so well known and trusted, the most experienced doctors
receive greatest respect within a community, and patients regard their opinions and
diagnoses as indisputable fact. Arrowsmith’s encounter with the Novaks illustrates how
venerated physicians can quickly improve or damage the reputation of a town’s new
physician by choosing to support or oppose his medical decisions. After making a
difficult medical judgment, requiring the administration of a powerful antitoxin,
An'owsmith’s patient, a young girl approximately eight years old, dies. Upon hearing
AiTowsmith groan, “I should’ve operated—I should have,” the child’s mother mournfully
responds, “You killed her, with that needle thing! And not even tell us, so we could call
the priest” (Lewis 156). Arrowsmith leaves their home much disheartened. News of the
incident spreads rapidly, and Amowsmith begins to receive criticism and blame from the
community: “They [the Novaks] say you ought to have saved their girl. Why didn’t you
give your mind to it and manage to cure her somehow? Ought to tried. Kind of too bad”
I’m no good. I should of operated.
1 can’t face people, when they know about it. I’m through” (Lewis 156)—Arrowsmith
visits Dr. Adam Winter, the area’s most highly praised physician, and requests advice.
Winter considers An owsmith’s decisions appropriate and even publishes an article in the
(Lewis 156). Fearing that no redress can be made-
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local paper lauding the young doctor for his adherence to medical protocol. Winter’s
highly regarded opinion within the community turns a potentially career-ending health
case in favor of Anowsmith. Mr. Novak, guilty for his wife’s harshness, apologizes:
“Well, Doc, we all done what we could for the poor little girl, but I guess I waited too
long calling you .... Say, Doc, I wish you’d take  a look at my foot. I got kind of a
rheumatic pain in the ankle” (Lewis 158). Mr. Novak’s request to receive medical
attention from Dr. Arrowsmith after the article appears in the Wheatsylvania Eagle
displays the tremendous esteem with which individuals tend to regard experienced
doctors.
Lewis considers the competitive nature of scientific research shortly after
AiTowsmith accepts a position at the famed McGurk Institute in New York City. While
here, Gottlieb encourages him to learn more thoroughly the principles of mathematics,
physics, and chemistry. Excited at the opportunity to grow as a researcher, Arrowsmith
receives tutoring in trigonometry, analytical geometry, and differential calculus from
Terri, a close friend and colleague at McGurk. Following Arrowsmith's genuine attempt
to impress his tutor through a discussion of the sciences, Teiri remarks, "Don't trust math
too much, son" (Lewis 287). Much disheartened, Arrowsmith becomes confused with
references to the thermo-dynamical derivation of the mass action law, and to the
oxidation reduction potential, that he stumbled again into raging humility, again saw
himself an imposter and a tenth-rater" (Lewis 287). Despite a researcher's finest efforts
to excel, Arrowsmith’s experience shows that there will always be another more qualified
and talented scientist whose knowledge and understanding far exceed his own.
Acknowledging this reality is difficult for Arrowsmith, a new and aspiring researcher.
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Axrowsmith also analyzes the tension between medical research and treatment.
When the Plague strikes St. Hubert, Gottlieb encourages Arrowsmith to travel to the tiny
island and conduct an experiment with his phage. Although a delay will result in many
deaths, Arrowsmith’s experimental object is to run tests on the disease before
administering the phage to those infected: "Nothing can make me do it [administer the
phage before completing the experiment], not if they tried to lynch me" (Lewis 375).
Aware of his former student’s compassion, Gottlieb warns Arrowsmith of the temptation
to prematurely treat the infected islanders: "Be sure you do not let anything, not even
your own good kind heart, spoil your experiment at St. Hubert... Let nothing, neither
beautiful pity nor fear of your own death, keep you from making this plague experiment
complete" (Lewis 338-39). Convinced that he must do as Gottlieb has instructed in order
to ultimately find a cure for the devastating Plague, Arrowsmith swears that he will not
"yield to a compassion which in the end would make all compassion futile" (Lewis 359).
As Arrowsmith discovers, furthering medical knowledge, particularly cases of currently
untreatable epidemic such as the Plague, often requires making sacrifices and watching
many affected patients die.
When he arrives in St. Hubert, Arrowsmith is astonished at the high number of
infected, suffering citizens. With the support of his wife Leora and research assistants, he
persists in his determination to conduct a proper, unflawed experiment, despite the pleas
of individuals who believe the phage should be immediately given to all: "Can you stand
by with the stuff of salvation in your hands, and watch thousands of these unfortunate
people dying" (Lewis 333). Only when Leora contracts the Plague and dies, does the
emotional barrier he has raised against the cries of the sick begin to crumble. As
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Arrowsmith reflects on the memories of Leora, he extends his love for her to the people
of St. Hubert: "Because death had for the first time been brought to him he gave the
phage to everyone" (Lewis 376). Until Arrowsmith undergoes the horrors of an illness
first hand, he cannot fully appreciate the anxiety, fear, and ultimate despair that his
patients suffer. His personal suffering prompts understanding and empathy and restores
order and health. As a result, the hardworking doctor receives unparalleled praise. As
hordes of victims leave Arrowsmith's medical tent after receiving doses of his phage,
‘"they fluttered with gratitude—‘Oh may God bless you, Doctor’” (Lewis 376). Having
provided thousands of frightened islanders with phage, he has become a liberator and
dignitary, “the savior of all our lives” (Lewis 379).
Finally, in Arrowsmith Lewis also examines the competitive nature of research
institutions. Having entrusted Dr. Arrowsmith with the execution of this important
experiment, the directors of the McGurk Institute expect complete fidelity from their star
researcher; their motives, however, are not entirely honorable. For the administrators of
the institute, eradicating the Plague is merely a chance to acquire world fame. Power-
hungry and impatient, when competing research foundations also express interests in
fighting the devastating disease, McGurk directors are willing to deviate from their
original experimental methodology to ensure success: "The Trustees adopted his
[Arrowsmith's] plan. After all, while they desired to save humanity, wasn't it better to
have it saved by a McGurk representative than by Yersin or Haffkine or the outlandish
Sondelius?" (Lewis 334). When compared with Gottlieb and Arrowsmith's reasons for
attacking the Plague, the McGurk Institute's values are motivated by greed. As Gottlieb
teaches Arrowsmith, true science is "to work and not to care—too much—if somebody
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else gets the credit" (Lewis 314). Leaving this world having contributed knowledge to it
is among the highest ideals of authentic, loyal medical practitioners: “So many men,
Martin, are kind and neighborly; so few have added to knowledge. You have the chance!
You may be the man who ends all plague’' (Lewis 338-39).
Although he miraculously saves countless lives, the ridicule Arrowsmith foresees
having to face for having forsaken his experiment and freely administered phage suggests
coiTuption in the scientific profession: "The more they [citizens of St. Hubert] shouted his
glory, the more he thought about what unknown, tight-minded scientists in distant
laboratories would say of a man who had had his chance and cast it away. The more they
called him the giver of life, the more he felt himself disgraced and a traitor" (Lewis 381).
As the novel closes, Arrowsmith has shunned employment offers from medical
institutions in favor of working alone in the quiet of Birdie’s Rest. He “rejects worldly
success in his dedication to research and healing” (Allen 197). Contentedly, he proceeds
to conduct meticulous research on a chemical with medical significance: “This new
quinine stuff may prove pretty good. We’ll plug along on it for two or three years, and
maybe we’ll get something permanent” (Lewis 430). Arrowsmith’s journeys from
medical school to St. Hubert and from Wheatsylvania to a position with McGurk, provide
rich context for Lewis’s treatment of medicine. His experiences with country life,
research, and death provide a broad view of the world of medicine and life as a doctor.
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Chapter Four
A Case of Need
Writing under the pseudonym Jeffrey Hudson, Michael Crichton wrote A Case of
Need shortly after completing his medical internship. Having used this and other
pseudonyms to earn money while in college, Crichton revealed himself to the literary
world after this novel won the Edgar Award for the Best Mystery of the Year in 1969.
With attention-grabbing suspense and mastery of medical lingo, A Case of Needy
published in 1968, addresses the controversial issues of abortion, physician reputation,
medical politics, and medical ethics through the eyes of a doctor.
During a routine day at the pathology lab. Dr. John Berry receives a telephone call
from his wife, Judith. She informs him that Art Lee, a close personal friend and
obstetrician employed by the same Boston hospital as Berry, is in jail, charged for having
performed an illegal abortion that resulted in the death of Karen Randall, daughter of a
prominent Boston family. For seven days Berry works to uncover the truth of all legal
accusations against Lee.
Although Lee does in fact perform illegal abortions in cases when he is convinced
that he is providing a valuable service to patients, he did not undertake Karen Randall’s
abortion. Many of the hospital’s doctors, including John Berry, are aware of the
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abortions performed at the Boston Memorial Hospital by Lee and other colleagues, but
for the same reasons that Lee performs the procedures, they have chosen to keep quiet
and avoid reporting them. Initially skeptical and hesitant to become involved. Berry is
convinced that Lee is innocent and feels morally obligated to both acquit his friend and
uncover the real abortionist. Because any wrong move will inevitably expose these other
physicians, including himself, and jeopardize their medical careers—^in choosing to keep
these abortions a secret, they have also violated medical policy. John Berry, therefore,
must cautiously conduct his investigation.
Dr. Berry’s search leads him to the nightclubs of inner-city Boston, dormitories of
college campuses, the medical records office of the Boston Memorial Hospital, and the
homes of drug addicts. Detective work becomes difficult for Berry when he connects
Karen’s own family, even her father, the powerful Dr. J. D. Randall, with the bizarre
events surrounding her death. Against the wishes of friends and colleagues. Berry
confronts the Randall family—a decision that ultimately leads to the discovery of the real
abortionist, Angela Harding. With skill and tact unexpected from a medical doctor. Berry
battles the police, community, and even muggers until he reveals the truth and has Lee
released from prison.
In danger of prosecution and the loss of his medical license for participating in an
illegal medical procedure, Lee tells Berry why he began performing abortions, “I was
fresh from my residency, and I still had a little starry idealism in me. She was in a
terrible fix; she was in a wreck and acted as if the world had collapsed around her. I
guess it had in a way” (Crichton 29). Lee’s statement suggests that many doctors bring
with them to the medical field a certain measure of idealism: the resolve to act boldly
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toward matters of personal moral conviction. In Lee’s case “starry idealism” leads to a
disregard for the legal and ethical restraints against abortion.
In reference to his first abortion, Lee describes the fear and anxiety accompanying
an unwanted pregnancy, “All she could see was her problem as a college dropout, the
unwed mother of a possibly deformed child.. ..Then she said she knew of a man in the
North End who would do it [perform an abortion] for two hundred dollars” (Crichton 29).
While the young girl’s misery does not alone persuade Lee to perform an abortion, his
fear of “her going to a smelly back room somewhere and meeting a leering little guy who
would letch her and maybe even manage to kill her” alters his initial decision to reject her
request. He recalls his own college years, specifically a time when he and his girlfriend
Betty worried over a possible pregnancy: “I thought about the sweats I’d had in college..
.  . I knew perfectly well that anybody can get pregnant by accident. It’s not hard, and it
shouldn’t be a crime” (Crichton 30). Lee determined that abortion is an acceptable
remedy for unplanned pregnancies, as long as the patient has not been persistently
reckless in her sexual activity. Having decided that the "law was unfair" (30), he began
performing abortions.
Lee further defends his view on abortion by comparing it to the treatment of an
illness with penicillin:
“I had decided that a doctor could play God in a lot of crappy ways, but this was
a good way. I had seen a patient in trouble and I had refused to help her when
it was within my power. That was what bothered me—I had denied her
treatment. It was just as bad as denying penicillin to a sick man, just as cruel
and just as foolish.” (Crichton 30)
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Lee's moral convictions and his fear of the potential harm to desperate patients influence
him to ignore the legal restrictions of medicine regarding abortion. That Lee only
charges patients who receive abortions $25, the cost of hospital supplies, evidences his
sincerity of motive.
Shortly after Lee is imprisoned and a local newspaper announces his probable
connection with Karen’s death, protesters gather outside of his suburban home. His wife,
children, and Judith Berry huddle together inside for protection as rocks come smashing
through windows and a wooden cross bums in the front yard. Subdued and pale, Judith
describes the mayhem to her husband, “There must have been about twenty of them.
They all stood there and sang ‘Onward Christian Soldiers.’ Then they started to throw
rocks when they saw us looking at them through the window. It was like a nightmare”
(Crichton 288). Some of the children even receive deep cuts from the pieces of broken
glass scattered throughout the living room. This scene of hostility and cruelty illustrates
that abortion is an exceedingly controversial issue in medicine. It provokes violence,
which involves disregard for property, privacy, and safety.
Those in the novel who oppose the illegal procedure feel that physical aggression
and public humiliation are fitting responses to the crime. The Lees’ infamy among the
Boston community also manifests itself in the form of hate mail. Unsigned letters filled
with threats and vicious verbal bmtality frighten Lee and his family. The contents of
these letters shock Berry as they blatantly define the intensity of antipathy to abortion:
“You and youre kind will get what you deserve, baby killers. You are the scum of the
earth .... You have sinned against the Lord Jesus Our God and you will suffer the
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retrobution at his Almighty Hands You like to kill kids? See how it feels to have
yours killed” (Crichton 290-91).
In describing the pile of letters—there are many—Berry utters, “They all had the
breathless hiss of a curse” (Crichton 290).
From a stack of eight letters that Berry reviews, only one supports the Lees and
the practice of abortion:
“I am sorry to hear of your misfortune. I know this must be a trying time for all
of you. I only wanted to say that I am very grateful for what you did for me last
year, and that I believe in you and what you are doing. You are the most
wonderful doctor I have ever known, and the most honest. You have made my
life much better than it would be otherwise, and my husband and I are eternally
grateful. I shall pray for you every night.
Mrs. Allison Banks.” (Crichton 291)
It is apparent from the letter that Lee had performed an abortion for Mrs. Banks. Its tone
and tender wording are analogous to Lee’s previous explanation of his reason for
performing abortions. Both Lee and Mrs. Banks believe that moral conviction should
overpower legal constraints, and they value the ability of medical intervention to alter the
course of an unwanted pregnancy.
Throughout his investigation of Karen's death. Berry takes extreme caution in
protecting the reputation of all physicians involved, especially those of Art Lee and Peter
Randall, another abortionist whom Berry also believes innocent. While formulating a
plan for bringing the guilty abortionist to justice. Berry discusses with George Wilson,
Lee's newly appointed attorney, the dangers of bringing the case to court: "If the case
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ever comes to trial. Art Lee—no matter what the outcome—^will lose. He'll lose his
prestige, his patients, maybe even his license. And if it comes to trial, the Randalls will
also lose. They'll be smeared, shot through with half-truths and implications, destroyed'
(Crichton 308). A doctor's integrity and character determine his success in the world of
medicine. Censorious accusations, whether they are factual or false, produce patient
distrust and can quickly destroy the thriving practice of a medical physician. While
conversing over a tragic accident involving Angela Harding, the individual who
performed Karen's fatal abortion, Chief of Police Peterson considers questioning Berry
on grounds of accessory charges. Aware of the irreversible consequences that such
charges could produce and a bit annoyed at Peterson's constant meddling over the past
week. Berry threatens him with a lawsuit: "Compromising a doctor's reputation. A
doctor's reputation is his life, you know. Anything, even the slightest shadow of
suspicion, is potentially damaging—financially damaging. I could very easily prove
damages in court" (Crichton 368).
Dr. Art Lee is extremely selective when determining for which individuals he will
perform an abortion. He understands that if one gossiping, loose-mouthed patient reveals
his secret, whether or not such exposure leads to  a criminal conviction, his practice will
be ruined. Because Lee is so careful. Berry wonders how Karen's mother had discovered
that Lee is an abortionist: "He was hardly a household word among the pregnant women
of Boston. He was known to a few physicians and a relatively small number of patients.
His clientele was carefully chosen" (Crichton 264). That Lee takes such caution when
arranging abortions emphasizes the role that image and reputation play in a doctor's
career and the intolerance with which medical authorities treat abortion.
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Crichton complicates Berry’s investigation when he addresses in depth the
influence one family can have on an entire medical community. Because there have been
numerous highly successful physicians from the Randall family for many generations, the
Randall family name has been synonymous with power and influence within the medical
community. Individuals associated with Boston's system of healthcare dare not cross the
Randalls, for they, especially J. D. Randall, are at the top of its political hierarchy. To
determine whether Karen Randall was pregnant at the time of her death, Berry uses her
blood to conduct a hormone test for pregnancy. When Dr. Murphy, a biochemist at the
Memorial, asks him whose blood he will be testing. Berry responds carefully to avoid
confrontation with the Randall family: "Oh. Just  a case....It might be better if I told you
afterward" (Crichton 84). Berry recognizes the political pull that the Randalls are
capable of exercising and has anticipated the hesitancy that Boston physicians will feel
toward helping him. Dr. Conway comments, “J. D. Randall is the arch-prick of the
universe. He has money and power and prestige. He can have whatever he wants”
(Crichton 106).
When Berry begins his investigation, he seeks help and information from Lewis
Carr, a clinical professor of medicine at the Boston Memorial Hospital. Carr’s cautious
responses to Berry reveal his concern over becoming an enemy to the Randalls:
“I’m calling about Karen Randall.”
“What about her?” His voice turned cautious. Obviously it was a hot potato at
the Mem these days.
'Anything you can tell me. Anything you’ve heard.
'Listen, John,” he said, “her father is a big man in this hospital. I’ve heard
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everything and Tve heard nothing. Who wants to know?” (Crichton 56)
Some of Berry’s friends even warn him not to become involved with Lee’s investigation.
During a casual party for medical physicians, Dr. Charlie Frank approaches Berry: “Stay
away from it, John. It’s ugly. Really ugly These people won’t stop at anything”
(Crichton 219). The Randalls' influence in the medical field is far reaching. That so
many physicians are reluctant to become involved with Karen’s death provides evidence
that medical politics are a threatening reality at the Boston Memorial.
Crichton also treats politics as they pertain to physician behavior in A Case of
Need. When doctors perform exceptionally in their medical duties, colleagues and
supervisors overlook even their most disagreeable, unprofessional character flaws.
Kicking over wastebaskets, screaming vulgarities, and damaging expensive equipment.
Dr. Conway, an expert cardiac surgeon, unleashes his temper each time one of his
patients dies in the Operating Room. At the Boston Memorial, Death on the Table, DOT,
occurs on average in fifteen percent of a cardiac surgeon’s operating cases—^forDr.
Conway, only eight percent. Owing to his impressive surgical record, Conway's
associates ignore his often miserable personality. Berry observes:
“Because Frank Conway was good, because he was an eight-percenter, a man
with lucky hands, a man with the touch, everyone put up with his temper
tantrums, his moments of anger and destmctiveness Once he kicked over a
path microscope and did a hundred dollars' worth of damage. Nobody blinked,
because Conway was an eight-percenter." (Crichton 12-13)
Success does, however, come with a price among the physicians of Boston's vast
medical community. Conway's skill and accomplishments in the Operating Room
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prompt jealousy among other cardiac surgeons in Boston and generate a large amount of
gossip. They accuse him of avoiding severe surgical cases, jerry cases [geriatrics], and of
never innovating (attempting new and dangerous procedures). Nevertheless, for those
who personally work with him, Conway’s precision and brilliance in the Operating Room
are sufficient evidence to vindicate such slanderous claims: "Conway kept his kill rate
low because he was a superb surgeon. It was as simple as that" (Crichton 13).
Crichton brings the story to completion with Art Lee’s discharge. Although he
leaves jail a free man, media publicity over the past several days has damaged his
reputation, forcing him to leave Boston and the conmiunity he knows to continue
practicing medicine. In locating the real abortionist. Berry manages to overcome the
powerful effects of medical politics that would have otherwise proved the ruin of Lee’s
career and to protect the many other physicians who know of the ongoing abortions at the
Boston Memorial but choose to remain silent. Berry’s long and complex week highlights
the prevalence and influence of reputation, politics, ethics, and the controversial issues of




Bestselling author of Jurassic Park and creator of the television series “ER,”
Michael Crichton graduated from Harvard Medical School in 1969. Researched during
the author’s fourth year of medical school and published in 1970, Five Patients discusses
medicine and the ways it is changing. Crichton comments, “this is a highly selective and
personal book, based on the idiosyncratic observation of one medical student wandering
around a large institution, sticking his nose into this room or that, talking to some people
and watching others and trying to decide what, if anything, it all means” (Crichton xix).
Through five unique, dynamic medical cases. Five Patients analyzes emotional trauma.
the tension between research and treatment, medical innovation, and the benefits of
teaching hospitals.
Crichton’s first patient was Ralph Orlando, a 55-year-old father of four. When
the scaffolding in an airplane hanger collapsed, Mr. Orlando plummeted 40 feet. Along
with his coworkers, Orlando was rushed to the Massachusetts General Hospital in critical
condition: “He had suffered a cardiac arrest on the way to the hospital and closed cardiac
massage was being given by a nurse” (Crichton 11). Shortly after admission to the
hospital, Mrs. Orlando arrived with her two teen-age children. With no knowledge of the
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severity of his wounds, Mrs. Orlando "demanded to see her husband" upon entering the
hospital, although "EW administrators tried to coax her out of the lobby and into a more
private waiting room" (Crichton 17). Mrs. Orlando's insistent requests and disregard for
the instructions of hospital staff typifies the emotional force with which family members,
unaware of their loved ones’ conditions, enter the ER. Unrelenting in her demands, Mrs.
Orlando had to receive the terrible news of her husband's death in the hospital lobby, a
most impersonal location for such a sad affair: "She seemed to shrink, her body curling
down on itself, and then she screamed. Her daughter began to sob; her son tearfully
swung at members of the staff, his arms arcing blindly. After a moment of this, he began
to pound and kick the wall" (Crichton 17). With regard to the emotional display, a
surgical resident on duty accurately remarks, "There are good ways to find out, and there
are bad ways to find out. That was a bad way" (Crichton 17). A few minutes later, a
nurse took Mrs. Orlando and her children into a private room with a dmg to sedate them.
Crichton quotes George Orwell to describe Orlando’s death and the sometimes pitiless
nature of hospitals: "However great the kindness and the efficiency, in every hospital
death there will be some cruel, squalid detail, something perhaps too small to be told but
leaving terribly painful memories behind, arising out of the haste, the crowding, the
impersonality of a place where every day people are dying among strangers" (Crichton
19).
Crichton’s second patient was John O'Conner, a 55-year-old railroad dispatcher.
Complaining of abdominal pain, vomiting, and diarrhea, Mr. O’Conner visited his family
physician. Told that he had no serious complications, O’Conner returned home with his
wife. However, just hours later, he collapsed in his house With a temperature of 108”
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Fahrenheit and a white count of 37,000 (normal count: 5,000-10,000), Mr. O’Conner was
rushed to the hospital where he thrashed about in  a state of delirium: “it required ten
people to hold him down” (Crichton 37). Under normal circumstances administering an
antibiotic cocktail, a mixture of drugs used when attempts at a precise diagnosis have
proved unproductive, is frowned upon; however, medical emergencies, such as the case
with Mr. O'Conner's extreme temperature, necessitate immediate therapy. Crichton
points out:
For Mr. O'Conner, the mixture of antibiotics might not eliminate the primary
site of infection—but it would certainly kill all free bacteria in the blood, thus
making identification of the organisms impossible. Without identification, one
cannot treat specifically, by matching the organism with the single most
effective antibiotic. Further, the inability to identity the organism deprives
doctors of an importance clue to the location of the infection, since different
organisms are more likely to infect different parts of the body. (Crichton 47)
After 31 days of blood tests, barium enema, neurological tests, gall bladder X rays, and
countless other examinations, Mr. O’Conner’s condition stabilized, and the MGH
discharged him. Though skeptical and perplexed, the house staff’s opinion was that Mr.
O’Conner had probably had a bile-collecting-system infection.
Mr. O’Conner’s attending physicians were intrigued by his conditions and
fascinated with the opportunity to leam more about such an unusual medical case.
However, to save his life, they had to abandon the opportunity to leam more about his
disease. When reviewing the measures taken with Mr. O'Conner, Emergency Room
residents commented that while their actions "hampered further diagnostic efforts"
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(Crichton 47), waiting for cultures of bacteria to grow would have resulted in his death.
Although research might produce remedies for currently incurable diseases, when
deciding whether to continue research or ensure a patient's survival, doctors consider the
life of their patients first.
Crichton’s third patient was Peter Luchesi, a young man injured in an industrial
accident. The patient’s numerous wounds created much commotion in the Massachusetts
General Hospital’s Emergency Room as specialists from many fields were called to
assist. Luchesi suffered from the following complications: a smashed forearm, a nearly
severed arm, exposed muscles, protruding bones, loss of pulse below the elbow, and loss
of sensation in the hand. Shocked by the severity of Luchesi’s case, one hospital staff
member asked Dr. Appel, the surgeon in charge, “Are you going to take it [patient’s
hand], or try to keep it?” (Crichton 76). Confident in the ability of cutting-edge medical
technology to handle even the most hideous medical traumas, Appel replied, “Heck,
we’re going to keep it. That’s a good hand” (Crichton 76). Following six hours of bone
reparation, vascular and soft-tissue reconstruction, removal of clots and other
obstructions, and blood transfusion, surgeons closed Luchesi’s wounds and assigned him
to a recovery room. He was discharged from the MGH after two weeks of careful
observation. Just two months after the accident, Luchesi reported “essentially full
function and sensation in the nearly severed hand” (Crichton 87).
Luchesi’s incredible surgery and miraculous recovery are in large measure a
result of two modem scientific advancements: anesthesia and blood transfusion. Over the
past one hundred years, anesthesia has provided relief from pain and promoted muscular
relaxation. Performing Luchesi’s six-hour surgery would have been virtually impossible
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without it. Because medical research has identified and categorized the various blood
types, Luchesi was able to receive a successful, lifesaving blood transfusion. Prior to the
twentieth century, attempts at transfusing blood commonly ended in death. Not until then
did physicians understand the principles of matching blood types between donors and
recipients.
Crichton’s fourth patient was Sylvia Thompson, a fifty-six-year-old mother of
three. While in flight to Boston, Mrs. Thompson began to experience chest pain. Upon
landing at Logan Airport, officials directed her to Tele-Diagnosis, a computerized system
for treating patients. The airport, too large to be ignored but too small to support a full¬
time physician, had used this device for more than a year with pleasing results. Linked
by video camera directly to the Massachusetts General Hospital, where a doctor stands by
for assistance, Tele-Diagnosis is completely self-sufficient, save one nurse on 24-hour
duty who can communicate and aid the doctor when necessary. Each patient who visits
Tele-Diagnosis completes a basic medical questionnaire, a process lasting approximately
thirty minutes. After reviewing the questionnaire, the doctor can either make a diagnosis
and prescribe treatment or, with the nurse's assistance, perform additional testing using
televised images. In this manner physicians conserve time and are able to see greater
volumes of patients, saving resources and money for all parties involved. Concerning
patients' reactions to Tele-Diagnosis, Dr. Murphy, operator of the system during Mrs.
Thompson’s visit, commented.
"It's interesting that patients accept it quite well. Mrs. Thompson was a little
hesitant at first, but very rapidly became accustomed to the system. There's a
reason—talking by closed-circuit TV is really very little different from direct,
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personal interviews. I can see your facial expression, and you can see mine; we
can talk to each other quite naturally" (Crichton 125).
Because her initial evaluation suggested the possibility of pneumonia. Dr.
Murphy requested that Mrs. Thompson report to the MGH for additional testing. The
hospital staff took X rays of Mrs. Thompson’s chest, and Dr. Murphy was able to make
an accurate diagnosis. With pauses of three to four seconds between questions, boredom
is the most common complaint of this diagnostic system. This program, devised at
Massachusetts General Hospital, depicts one way in which computers have changed and
will continue to change healthcare in the future.
Crichton’s fifth patient was Mrs. Edith Murphy, a fifty-five-year-old mother of
three. Not until Mrs. Murphy visited a teaching hospital did she receive a complete and
accurate diagnosis of her symptoms: swelling of her legs and ankles and progressive
weakness that lead to quitting her job as a filing clerk. Her first trip, to a private
physician, resulted in a diagnosis of heart failure; her second, to a community hospital,
lead to a diagnosis of liver disease, GI bleeding, and hemolytic anemia; her third, to a
teaching hospital, ended with the discovery and treatment of a large cervical polyp. A
larger numbers of attending physicians dedicated to diagnosis and treatment accounts for
this gradual progression toward a complete and accurate medical diagnosis. Crichton
notes that at a university hospital “each physician has several others looking over his
shoulder, and this tends to minimize mistakes. To that extent a teaching patient is ‘safer’
than a private patient” (Crichton 202).
Each patient in a teaching hospital is there in part to “help turn students into
doctors” (Crichton 172). For this reason doctors at the MGH ran numerous tests on Mrs.
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Murphy. Through each examination they were able to approach her disease from a new
and different angle, ultimately leading to an accurate diagnosis. Physicians who enter
academic medicine (medical practice associated with training students) share a passion
for the worlds of research and discovery. For this reason they are generally more excited
to confront challenging medical cases than non-teaching hospitals. As with Mrs.
Murphy’s case, their excitement leads them to be thorough and persistent in their quest
for diagnosis.
In his Foreword to Five Patients, Crichton comments, “I chose these five [patient
cases] from the larger group because I thought their experiences were in some way
particularly interesting or relevant” (Crichton xix). The issues the cases present were
particularly important at the time of the novel’s publication. Today, they evidence that
the practice of medicine has been an intricate and fascinating profession for many years.





In 1977, when he was a medical resident, Robin Cook wrote Coma to “dramatize
the looming shortage of organs for transplantation” (Cooki). Because few individuals
were choosing to become organ donors, a large number of transplantable organs were
constantly being buried and rotting away needlessly. Cook had become disgusted with
the issue and believed that an entertaining novel and subsequent movie could influence
public policy to combat the problem. Following its publication and the reaction of
readers. Cook believed that he had been unsuccessful in this attempt. He felt that one of
his only achievements in the work, besides providing entertainment, was to make people
frightened of the operating room. Coma, a “masterwork of nightmarish possibility”
(Cook iii), considers the notions of physician impersonality, patient and student anxiety,
and sexism in medical settings through the eyes of Susan Wheeler, a young medical
student.
On a cold, bleak morning, Nancy Greenly awaits a dilation and curettage, a
routine gynecological procedure, at the Boston Memorial Hospital. Strangely, anesthesia
stimulated multiple medical complications and resulted in Nancy’s permanent comatose
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state. Hospital doctors and administrators seemed unable to determine the true cause of
Nancy’s tragic condition.
Susan Wheeler, a third year medical student entering medical rotations, becomes
intimately involved with Nancy’s bizarre medical case. She, in fact, often skips hospital
rounds to investigate the scientific literature available on comas. Shortly after beginning
rotations, Susan witnesses another disturbing medical case: Sean Berman, a healthy
young man, falls into a permanent coma during a standard knee operation. With surgical
resident Mark Bellow’s assistance, Susan begins researching and investigating all recent
coma related cases on file at the Memorial.
Between her hours of research at the medical school library and her rummaging
through confidential files, Susan makes connections between these coma cases. Excited
by her discoveries, Wheeler seeks aid and guidance from departmental heads of the
Memorial, only to be rejected and ridiculed. Susan’s inquisitiveness “precipitates a series
of hair-raising adventures” (Fellows 152).
Influential doctors at the Memorial tire of Susan’s incessant prying; they fear that
she will uncover their profitable black market trade in organs. They have Susan expelled
from the Memorial and assigned to duty at a nearby hospital of considerably less esteem.
After snooping in the mechanical shafts of the Memorial and being chased through the
Medical School cadaver lab by an armed hit-man, Susan stumbles onto the answer to her
endless inquiries. The Memorial’s tragic coma cases result from foul play.
Respected physicians of the Memorial are adding the lethal compound carbon
monoxide through a pipe connected to the oxygen tank in Operating Room 8. Lead by
Chief of Surgery Dr. Stark, physicians had been inducing comas during routine surgeries
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over the past several years. After poisoning patients with the deadly gas, they would
remove and sell the healthy organs at exceedingly high prices.
Mark Bellows hesitantly agrees to verify Susan’s findings in the mechanical
tubing above OR 8. Horrified after finding Susan’s discoveries factual, Mark rushes to
OR 8 where Dr. Stark has admitted Susan for a routine appendectomy. Fearing the worst,
Mark interrupts Susan’s surgery. Accompanied by several other men in blue uniforms,
he finds Dr. Stark alongside the surgery table in the chillingly silent operating room 8.
Coma, however, is not just a best-selling thriller. It illustrates problems that
students face getting admitted into medical school and residency training programs.
Students act competitively, believing that any assistance given to another student has the
potential of lowering one’s own academic standing. As the novel opens. Cook provides
insight into Susan’s previous two years of medical school:
Her [Susan’s] class notes were renowned and people always wanted to borrow
them. At first she lent them indiscriminately. Later, as she began to perceive
the realities of the competitive system which she thought she had left behind
in Radcliffe, she changed her tactics. She lent her notes only to a small group
of people who were her friends, or at least were people from whom she could
borrow notes if she had had to miss a class. (Cook 15)
During Susan and her classmates’ first day on rotations at the Memorial, Mark Bellows,
supervisor of third-year medical students at the Memorial, explains a complicated
medical case to the group. In an attempt to impress his superiors, Geoffrey Fairweather,
one of Susan’s peers, asks, “Why didn’t you do a tracheostomy?” (Cook 56). Following
Mark’s compliment to Fairweather for his intuition, Harvey Goldberg, Fairweather’s
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peer, “fidgeted, wishing he had asked Fairweather’s question” (Cook57). Goldberg’s
reaction reflects the prevailing attitude of medical students in the novel: look out for
yourself first.
In Coma medical students are intimidated and nervous at beginning hospital
rounds. Aware of the intensity and drama involved with this process, Susan has mixed
emotions about continuing her medical career, and she visualizes her life as a
professional in a different field. On the night before she must begin rounds, Susan’s
ambivalence toward starting this day made her squander the time by just sitting and
staring ahead, wishing that she had gone to law school or graduate school in literature...
anything besides medical school” (Cook 19). Because the first and second years of
medical training consist of the basic sciences, being introduced to patient care and actual
medical instruments is more challenging: “All the confidence in one’s abilities formed
during the basic science years were hardly proof against the uncertainties of actual patient
care” (Cook 17). When they enter a hospital room for the first time and do not recognize
the name on any of the I.V. bottles there, Susan and her classmates “felt the sickening
feeling of incompetence; it was as if the entire first two years of medical school had
meant nothing” (Cook 49).
Because many patients dislike receiving treatment from medical students—“Some
of the patients wouldn’t let you touch them if they thought you were med students; they’d
yell and scream they were being used as guinea pigs”—^Mark Berman advises his new
supervisees to not “hide the fact that you’re students, but don’t advertise it either” (Cook
60). For this reason Susan and other students find even the most mundane tasks in the
hospital extremely challenging. They try to act professionally and calmly while
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performing unfamiliar assignments: “Her [Susan’s] biggest concern was that it was going
to be very apparent that she was new at the game, and perhaps the patient might rebel andr
demand a real doctor” (Cook 61).
As Bellows leads the students through hospital corridors, he fails to notice their
reactions, making them uncomfortable. Bellow's brief and insensitive introduction of
Nancy Greenly upsets Susan who involves herself very personally with the patient's
condition: "Susan was instantly lost in the human element. The age and sex similarity
struck too close to home for her to avoid the identification. In a naive way she associated
such serious medicine with old people who had had their fling at life" (Cook 53).
Bellows's curt response to Susan's inquiries reflects his inability to attend to both patient
and student needs: "The squash [Nancy's brain] didn't get the oxygen it needed" (Cook
54). With no emotional or professional support from their superiors, medical students in
Coma must cope as best they can with this rush of new medical experiences. To deal
with her stress, Susan silently examines Nancy's helpless body:
Feeling slightly giddy, Susan looked away for a moment and then back. The
harshness of the image of the previously normal young woman made her
tremble with undirected emotion. It wasn't sadness per se. It was another
kind of inner pain, a sense of mortality, a sense of the meaningless of life which
could be so easily disrupted, a sense of hopelessness, and a sense of
helplessness. All these thoughts cascaded into the center of Susan's mind,
bringing unaccustomed moisture to the palms of her hands. (Cook 55-56)
The “psychological and technical complexity of the room” causes Susan to exit the room
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and ponder the life-death decisions that as a physician she will inevitably be forced to
make:
Controlling the urge to succumb to a minor panic, Susan tugged at the inertia
of the door and escaped into the corridor. Retracing her steps to the elevator,
Susan mused about the difference between fact and fancy, between reality and
mythology, between what it really was like being  a medical student and what
people thought it was like. (Cook 76)
Cook also addresses patient anxiety induced by medical attendants who act
impersonally. Doctors in Coma often treat individuals as inanimate objects, subjects for
study, instead of responsive human beings. They regard privacy as secondarily important
and fail to show respect for feelings of anxious patients. Prior to falling into her coma,
Nancy Greenly suffered, for example, embarrassment and discomfort while awaiting
routine feminine examination at the Memorial:
A flimsy curtain, which was constantly being whisked back and forth, was
the sole barrier between the throng in the emergency room and Nancy’s
flayed self-respect. Blood pressure was taken every few minutes; blood was
drawn; she had to change from her clothes into the hospital gown; and each
time something was done the curtain flashed aside and Nancy was
confronted with an array of faces in white clothes, children with cuts, and
old, tired people. And there was the bedpan sitting there right in the open
for everyone to gape at. (Cook 4)
Two weeks after Nancy’s visit, Sean Berman, “very nervous about being in the hospital,
facing imminent surgery” (Cook 80), checks into the Memorial for a leg operation. After
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Sean waits one hour to be admitted, an X-ray technician callously requests a form from
him that he does not have:
“May I have your X-ray request, please?” asked a young and extremely Ain
X-ray technician. Berman had waited over forty minutes in X-ray before
being called.
“I don’t have an X-ray request,” said Berman, glancing through Ae papers
he’d been given.
You must have one. All admissions have one.44
But I don’t.
You must.
I tell you I don’t.” (Cook 82)
By supporting hospital procedures, the X-ray technician intimidates Sean. He feels
inferior and helpless toward those who are providing his treatments. AlAough patients in
the novel react differently in response to their uncomfortable atmosphere, Aey always
make visible the discord that exists between medical institutions and Aeir patients. Sean
vents his frustration and uneasiness by switching “to what Ae psychiatrists call reaction
formation” (Cook 82). He makes light of his predicaments in a sarcastic manner:
‘Yeah, I have it about once a year. It’s a hobby” (Cook 83).
Nancy, reacting more emotionally to her unpleasant experience, “closed her eyes as
tightly as she could and cried silently” (Cook 4).
Surgery?” Berman smiled.
In hospital settings illness frequently necessitates treatment by injections, an I.V.,
and other unappealing procedures. Knowing very little about meAcine and Ae knee




to research his disease and probable medical treatments; the very thought of someone
cutting his skin with a knife "made his stomach sink and sweat appear on his forehead'
(Cook 81). Berman tel Is Susan about the nerve-racking nature of his hospital stay: Don't
be bashful, come right in. It's like Grand Central here" (Cook 63). Recognizing that
Sean is apprehensive about his surgery is not difficult, even for a young medical student
such as Susan; Berman "welcomed an interruption in the tenseness of waiting to be called
for surgery" (Cook 63), and Susan's beauty and closeness in age are particularly
comforting.
After Susan tends to Sean's physical needs, such as hooking up an LV. and setting
its rate of fluid dispersion, Sean begins flirting with her, playfully complimenting her.
Now on a first name basis—Susan began the visit by referring to Sean as Mr. Berman—
the two enjoy a few moments together in pleasant conversation about their careers,
aspirations, and roommates. As conversation drifts farther from medical topics and
Sean's impending surgery to more personal subject matter, Sean kindly remarks to Susan,
"You cannot guess how reassuring it is to me to hear you talk like a human being in this
place. I don't mind having a little operation, but this waiting around is driving me up the
wall. And everyone is so matter-of-fact" (Cook 69). Susan's deftness in perceiving her
patient's unease and her willingness to take time to chat with him relieves Sean's
condition in ways that medicine cannot. Her kindness sharply contrasts with the
unfeeling comment that another medical practitioner makes to Sean when the patient asks
if she had ever undergone surgery at the same Boston hospital: "Nope. I'd never have an
operation here .... I've seen too much, I guess" (Cook 85). That Susan is the first
attendant who treats Sean as more than a medical case and patient number (many medical
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personnel have already visited him by now) displays the medical profession's ineptness at
timely resolving important patient concerns. Sean's approval of Susan suggests that
patients desire emotional support and to be addressed as a friend rather than endure
mechanical-like treatment and listen to degrading comments from the hospital staff.
While patients expect skilled medical care, they hope for humane treatment and friendly
discussion from their service providers.
Hospital politics are also rampant in Coma. They govern physicians'decision
making and often eclipse their intuition. The chain of hierarchy established in the
hospital places a majority of power and influence in the uppermost tiers, leaving little
autonomy to young residents and medical students. Despite the reaction of Bellows, her
immediate supervisor, Susan crosses the conventional boundaries of authority as she
confronts Harris on matters of hospital protocol: "Bellows tried to catch Susan’s eye to
get her to break off with Harris .... Bellows reached for her right arm to try to shut her
up" (Cook 112). Familiar with these established limits of authority. Bellows expects
Harris to retaliate: "What are you trying to do, commit medical suicide? That was Robert
Harris, Chief of Anesthesia. You know, just being here with you when you act like that
makes me look bad" (Cook 113). Although he has already proven his own capabilities as
a physician and demonstrated commendable professionalism in every regard. Bellows
anticipates rebuke for failing to control his supervisee: “Bellows shut his eyes tightly, as
if he expected to receive a blow to the head” (Cook 112). Susan and Bellows's final
exchange evidences the existence of irrepressible influences in the hospital's chain of
command and the necessity of abiding by its precepts:
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With Harris on ihe rag, I don't want to be involved, no how, Understood? If
you’re crazy enough to want to get involved, it's your bag from A to Z.'
Mark, you sound like an invertebrate.
I just happen to be aware of hospital realities and I want to be a surgeon.'
(Cook 116)
Susan “becomes persona non grata" with the hospital*s administrators (Schueler
1207). After Susan's many disagreeable encounters with them, Phil Oren, director of the
Boston Memorial Hospital, dismisses her from medical rotations. Having received so
little support from her supervisors over the past few weeks, Susan "thought of the worst
being dismissed from medical school in disgrace" (Cook 239), as she goes to visit Dr.
Chapman, Dean of Students at her medical school. Susan's willingness to open up to Dr.
Chapman and describe her predicament makes obvious the power that a friendly
personality and "genuine smile" have over arrogant and authoritarian behavior (Cook
260). The despondency and rejection Susan felt at the Memorial disappear after she and
Dr. Chapman enjoy pleasant conversation and plan new medical rotations for Susan at a
different hospital: "Susan emerged from the medical school Administration Building with
a mild sense of euphoria” (Cook 261). His pleasant attitude, free of condescension, is a
welcome relief: "Dr. James Chapman's demeanor quickly put her at ease. He was not
angry, as Susan anticipated, just concerned" (Cook 259).
Because medicine is a “male-dominated career” in Coma (Cook 75), gender plays
a significant role, often even influencing doctors’ behavior toward patients, other
physicians, and students. Because Susan’s gender highlights her presence in the
classroom, she “could not skip class without being missed” (Cook 15). Her high
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visibility causes the medical professors to treat her differently from male students:
“Whenever questions were asked, she was among those unfortunate few who s^ed to
demonstrate the stupidity of the students or the brilliance of the professors” (Cook 16).
Inside the Memorial Susan analyzes her coquettish relationship with Sean Berman, a
male patient, and questions whether sex influences physician conduct. She compares
herself to Carpin, a male peer, and his relationships with female patients:
But if it were true that a male would respond in  a way similar to hers, why
was it so different for her? ... Well, for him [Carpin] the social part was easy.
He was a male in a recognized male role. Being in medicine only supported
his image of himself as a man. Carpin only had to worry about convincing
himself he was a doctor; Susan had to convince herself that she was a doctor
and a woman. (Cook 74-75)
The medical community’s “unfair identification” (Cook41), of women causes Susan to
experience “feelings of anger and rebelliousness” (Cook 43). For example, while
preparing to enter the Operating Room during her first days of observation at the
Memorial, Susan notices that only scrub dresses for nurses are available in the women’s
locker room and exclaims, “Screw the dress” (Cook 41). Fueled by her indignation, she
bursts into the men’s locker room to retrieve a pair of physician scrubs, causing the men
to flee “into the safety of the depths of the dressing room” (Cook 41). This comical
experience allows Susan to vent her fmstration at male chauvinism and “laugh out loud
before she passed through the door into the OR area” (Cook 42).
When Susan decides to solve a rare medical case involving comatose patients, she
must decide whether to risk the consequences involved with skipping hospital rounds.
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She recognizes that “All of the females in medicine tended to follow a rather conservative
road simply because they were a minority and hence had the feeling that they were
constantly on trial” (Cook 133). That Susan would consider gender a factor in her
decision making evidences the prominence of prejudice toward females in medicine. In
addition to gender bias, women in Coma suffer from stereotyping. After Mark Bellows
learns that he will be supervising a female medical student, “His mind didn’t struggle to
find a mental image for the name Susan Wheeler. The part of his brain concerned with
stereotypes told him it wasn’t worth it” (Cook 26); male medical personnel in the novel
typically consider female colleagues physically unattractive. In a field with few females
and even fewer physically attractive ones, Susan feels that beauty has certain drawbacks:
“Despite the fact that Susan looked on her mentors in a neutral sexless way as her
professional superiors, they did not return the view in kind. The fact of the matter was
that Susan Wheeler was a very attractive twenty-three-year-old female” (Cook 15).
Furthermore, when Susan asks about possible causes of coma, Dr. Harris
vehemently replies, "And let me admit something else that might be rather apparent to
you. I don't try to hide it. I'm not keen on women in medicine" (Cook 183). That Harris
would snap back so bluntly with this irrelevant comment makes obvious his scorn of
female doctors into the medical field. While Susan stands in dismay, Harris continues,
"They treat it like a game, something to do for now...somethingchic...later, who knows.
It's a fad. And on top of that, they are invariably, impossibly emotional" (Cook 183-84).
Indirectly, Harris suggests that other males in the medical community share his point of
view.
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Exhausted at his anti-feminist stance, Susan challenges Harris: "Dr. Harris,cutflie
crap. I didn't come here to listen to this type of nonsense. In fact, it's people like you
who keep medicine in the old rut, unable to respond to the challenge of relevancy and
change" (Cook 184). Despite her bravado, Harris’s sexist remarks upset her. "Susan
backed up, afraid to expose her unguarded back to this man who seemed to explode with
hatred. She opened the door and ran down the corridor, feeling the tears well upfix)mher
mixture of fear and anger” (Cook 184).
In the male-dominated medical world of Coma, female medical students are often
hesitant to seek guidance and support from their supervisors. Because many of them find
it impossible to relate to male professors and colleagues, these students often long for
female peers: "Susan wished there were some woman doctor to whom she could turn, but
she did not know any. There were so few on the medical school staff, and none in any
positions that made them accessible for counseling” (Cook 239).
With an abrupt ending, Cook leaves readers in suspense as to Susan’s fate. As
Bellows barges into OR 8 to rescue her from lethal anesthesia, “a deadly silence hung iii
the OR” (Cook 381). Susan has solved a great medical mystery and saved the lives of
future victims, but it has delivered her into the hands of a vicious mastermind and
criminal. Susan’s thrilling thirteen day investigation draws attention to the shocking
realities of the medical world as it analyzes physician impersonality, sexism in medic^
settings, and patient and physician anxiety.
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Conclusion
The creation of my thesis has been a journey. From Europe to America and the
slums to cutting-edge hospitals, 1 have examined the role medicine plays in the lives of
patients, doctors, and students. Although I remain stunned by the complexities of the
medical world, I am better informed and prepared for a career in medicine for having
studied such a variety of works.
Each novel has offered priceless insight. Tertius Lydgate inspired me to improve
the current system of healthcare with his ambition. Philip Carey taught me how past
experiences can influence and improve physician behavior. Martin Arrowsmith gave me
courage to follow my heart, never allowing society to determine my actions. John
Berry’s experiences with arrogant doctors have given me the resolve to never trade
character for power and prestige. And Susan Wheeler’s adventures encouraged me to
make patients’ well being my primary concern in medicine.
As I read and researched for this thesis, each character became a patient. Each
came from a unique background, had distinctive life goals and expectations, and
responded differently to disease. I carefully observed them all and found that with
genuine compassion and a pleasant personality, physicians can release the tension and
dissolve the fear that patients experience. This is how I choose to impact society and







Appendix I: A Case of Need
ti'
There are various arguments and counterarguments regarding abortion. Because
medical technology is constantly improving and evolving, some arguments are more ’iJ
i;recent than others.
The first argument for abortion involves anthropology. History shows that many
societies “routinely practiced abortion and infanticide without parental guilt or
destruction of the moral fiber of the society” (Crichton, Case 409). Most of these
examples come from marginal societies who lived in harsh environments such as the
Bushman of the Kalahari or African Pigmies. However, Japan, a highly industrialized
nation, now also is on the list. Those who oppose this argument are of the opinion that
what is right and acceptable for them is not necessarily so for us” (Crichton. Case409).
This opposition to abortion is common in the United States.
The second argument for abortion involves birth control. Proponents consider
abortion a highly effective form of birth control. They see no difference between
preventing a conception and halting a process which has not yet resulted in a fully viable
Essentially, they claim that “it’s the thought that counts” (Crichton, Case410).
Those who oppose this argument draw a line between prevention and correction. Once
conception has occurred, they believe the fetus has rights and should not be killed.
The third argument for abortion involves social and psychiatric factors.





child. For these individuals, financial burdens, the emotional stress involved with raising
children, and a general lack of preparation are reasons enough to end an unwanted
pregnancy. Those who oppose this argument believe such reasons are petty. They would
remind all that despite preventative methods, the possibility of pregnancy always
accompanies intercourse. Conception brings with it the inherent, indisputable
responsibilities of parenthood.
The fourth argument for abortion considers the safety involved with having an
abortion. Proponents cite evidence that a “hospital abortion is one-sixth to one-tenth as
dangerous as a hospital delivery” (Crichton, Case 412). In other words it is safer to abort
a child than to deliver it. There exists little data that refutes this statistic.
The fifth argument for abortion considers the question of “when is a person
human in terms of what is a human being?” (Crichton, Case 413). Proponents state that
embryo is merely a blueprint of a person that can be destroyed with impumty. Those
who oppose this argument believe that once the zygote has formed (egg and sperm unite),
a human has begun to exist. In response to the terms of this latter argument, Crichton
asserts, “It is a commentary on modem man that he must justify his morality on the basis
of the molecular mechanisms at work within a single cell of this body” (Crichton, Case
414).
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Appendix II; Five Patients
Adyancements in Medical Procedure
Peter Luchesi, Crichton’s third patient, underwent major surgery after suffering
near fatal injuries in a construction accident. His incredible surgery and miraculous
recovery are in large measure a result of two modem scientific advancements: anesthesia
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and blood transfusion. The development of these procedures was gradual; history
promotes appreciation for their discovery.
In the early 1900s, physicians and medical schools treated surgery as though it
were a spectator sport. Saturday mornings at the Massachusetts General Hospital were
cause for considerable excitement. Senior surgeons on duty would assemble in the
amphitheater with impressive lists of operations in hopes of both teaching and
entertaining those in attendance. The program director allotted each surgeon or group of
surgeons fifteen minutes to demonstrate a skillful and innovative operation. Physicians
performing operations in excess of the specified time simply began and ended the
procedure in some private room, saving the most intense and dazzling surgical moments
for the stage where visiting doctors would witness and hopefully be impressed by their
talent and ingenuity. Audiences placed great weight on the speed and daring of the
operator, and "tension mounted when some prima donna showed reluctance to withdraw
from the spotlight and overstayed his time to hold the audience spellbound in an ad lib
recounting of his surgical prowess" (Crichton, Five 115). While society now considers
such antics flamboyant and medically unethical, the success and prowess of today's
surgeons is in part a result of the discoveries and advancements, such as anesthesia, made
during these dramatic attempts to captivate and impress the medical community.
Anesthesia seeks to provide muscular relaxation and relief from pain. Prior to the
discovery of ether as an appropriate and effective anesthetic, physicians employed more
questionable methods: "In the case of a dislocated hip, where it was necessary to effect
complete muscular relaxation, an enema of tobacco was freely administered, and while
the victim was reduced to the last stages of collapse from nicotine poisoning the
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dislocated femur was forced back into its place" (Crichton, Five 89). This hideous.
unhealthy procedure shows that experimental steps are often necessary to further medical
knowledge and perfect surgical methods. It is startling to know that pain-killing drugs
were discovered and recognized as such forty years before ever being applied to surgery.
One might justifiably assume that leading surgeons of the day were not actively searching
for alternate methods of surgical anesthesia. As Poincar^, French philosopher of science.
points out, "If discovery favors the prepared mind, doctors must be counted strangely
unprepared" (qtd. in Crichton, Five 89).
The integration of anesthetics in surgery began when Horace Wells, a Hartford
dentist, painlessly extracted a tooth using nitrous oxide. After communicating his success
to William T. G. Morton, then a Harvard medical student. Wells received an invitation
from Harvard to perform his procedure in an amphitheater full of students and doctors.
This first recorded public attempt at patient anesthesia failed when Wells administered
too little nitrous oxide, and the patient screamed in pain. With Charles T. Jackson, a
prominent chemist, suggesting ether as an alternative to nitrous oxide, Warren consented
to entertaining a second trial on Harvard's medical campus. On October 16,1846, in a
hospital amphitheater fittingly decorated with a skeleton, a large marble statue of Apollo,
and a mummy from Thebes, students and physicians witnessed the successful removal of
a tumor under the influence of anesthesia. With tears in his eyes. Dr. Warren, then sixty-
eight years old, turned to the audience he had assembled and said, "Gentlemen, this is no
humbug" (qtd. in Crichton, Five 92). News of this singularly historic event spread with




Blood transfusion and intravenous injection are ancient concepts, with decades of
research and development having completely transformed their initial procedural
methods. Even the earliest accounts of ancient cultures depict blood as a primary life
source. In Roman times Celsus, a writer and Platonist, referenced the treatment of
epilepsy with accounts of patients "drinking the hot blood from the cut throat of a
gladiator" (Crichton, Five 111-112), and history indicates horse blood as a main dietary
element of the Mongols. The earliest interest in blood transfusion included the notion
that "blood loss was best treated with blood replacement" (Crichton, Five 112). Primitive
medical tools for this replacement included needles formed from bone and quill and
tubing made from bladders and leather. In old medical annals and literature it is not
uncommon to read of humans receiving animal blood mixed with semen, urine, and other
unsafe materials thought then to be invigorating. With Karl Landsteiner's discovery in
1900 of A, B, and O blood types and the subsequent developments for clinically
differentiating blood groups, scientists can now account for the high mortality rate of
early blood transfusions. One famous instance records that "Pope Innocent Vm received
a transfusion from three young boys in 1492. The donors as well as the recipient expired
within a few days" (Crichton, Five 112). To a society familiar with the modem
conveniences and safety of transfusions, such stories appear inconceivable-
to the significant degree by which medicine continually moves forward.
Delivering Treatment
Sylvia Thompson, Crichton’s fourth patient, received medical attention with the
assistance of Tele-Diagnosis, an advanced computerized system. There is much debate
regarding the implementation of such devices across the United States.
●a testament
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Assuming computerized systems for diagnosis increase in popularity, many public
health officials foresee the integration of automated therapy, medical procedures
performed entirely by machines. With shortages of physicians on the rise, the availability
of medical doctors may necessitate the implementation of such therapies. If this radical
change occurs, the medical community may witness an extreme transformation in the role
of doctors, committing themselves to full-time research instead of patient care. Although
additional scientific research would undoubtedly lead to greater medical innovation and
an increase in the discovery of curative treatments, "there will always be a gap between
the illnesses medicine faces and science's limitations in treating them" (Crichton, Five
159). Especially in cases of terminal illnesses, superb clinicians, physicians sensitive to
specific needs, in whom patients could place total trust without hesitation, are
irreplaceable. They provide relief and comfort unavailable elsewhere.
Teaching Hospitals: The Best Medical Care
Edith Murphy, Crichton’s fifth patient, received medical attention from three
different institutions. Not until she visited a teaching hospital did she receive a complete
and accurate diagnosis of her symptoms.
Researchers cite four main reasons why teaching hospitals lead the medical
community in providing the best care. First, large numbers of residents training in a
hospital means that more doctors are around at every hour ready to treat severe cases.
Second, academicians and researchers staff teaching hospitals, making available the most
up-to-date knowledge in patient care. Third, "the academic orientation of the staff leads
them to attack perplexing problems with unusual vigor" (Crichton, Rye 201), utilizing
medical literature and laboratory resources with notable commitment. Fourth, due to its
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highly structured chain of command, each physician "has several others looking over his
shoulder" (Crichton, Five 202), minimizing mistakes and ensuring the benefit of many
educated minds when analyzing complex cases. Unfortunately, only two per cent of
hospitals in the United States are teaching hospitals and can claim such a level of quality
treatment. Practical considerations such as the availability of medical students and
residents inhibit this degree of excellence in all other hospitals.
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